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Introduction 

Meningeal hemangiopericytoma (HPC), originated from 
Zimmerman adventitial cells around the capillaries or 
posterior capillary venules, is a rare interlobar malignant 
tumor of central nervous system (CNS). Morphologically, 
adventitial cells are spindle and close to the capillary 
reticular f iber membrane,  and they have obvious 
multidirectional differentiation abilities (1). Due to some 
similarities with meningiomas, including prone sites, rich 
blood supply and attachment to meningeal membrane, 

HPC has been considered as a subgroup of meningioma for 
some decades (2). However, HPC has the characteristics 
of malignant tumors, and intraoperative and postoperative 
treatment methods are quite different from meningioma (3). 
Thus, it is of great significance to clarify the diagnosis of 
HPC before treatment as early as possible.

Unlike usual benign meningiomas, meningeal HPC 
has a high rate of local recurrence and distant metastasis. 
It was shown in a retrospective study that 75% patients 
had the possibility of HPC recurrence within five years 
after initial treatment. Besides, there occurred distant 
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metastasis in 17% HPC patients, majority of which was 
later than that of recurrence (4). Risk factors for the distant 
metastasis of HPC are as follows: malignant degree of 
HPC, operation times, radical extent of surgical resection, 
tumor viability etc. Traditional imaging techniques, such 
as X-ray, computed tomography (CT) and magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) may provide valuable information 
in diagnosis and differential diagnosis of metastatic as 
well as recurrent HPC before operation. Importantly, 
intra-operative biopsy or pathological examination for 
the surgical specimens are the golden standard for final 
diagnosis. Mena et al. demonstrated that the most common 
sites of HPC metastasis were lung (38%), followed by liver 
(13%), spleen and the lymph nodes (11%) as well as the 
kidneys (8%), which mainly metastasized to other distant 
organs through blood and the cerebrospinal fluid (5). The 
mean age of patients with HPC metastasis was 39 years and 
75% of them were at the age of 38 to 55. In addition, it has 
been accepted that most HPC may reoccur or metastasize 
5 years later (6 months to 15 years) since the initial surgery 
(6,7). This study was retrospectively analyzed patients from 
January 2015 to December 2018 in The First Affiliated 
Hospital of Xinjiang Medical University. In this study, we 
report a case involving a meningeal HPC patient with liver 
metastasis and local recurrence to summarize the clinical 
features, diagnostic and treatment modalities. We presented 
the following case in accordance with the CARE Guideline.

Case presentation

A 62-year-old female was referred to our institution for 
the evaluation and further management of her clinical 
symptoms. The timeline picture of the patient was as 
follows (Figure 1): 6 years’ ago, the patient underwent 
bilateral frontal cerebral convex and parafalx resection 
for HPC. Now, the patient was presented with the 
clinical manifestations of memory deterioration, visual 
reduction and abdominal mass for one month and was 
admitted to our institution for further treatment. Physical 
examination showed no obvious abnormalities and the 
patient did not have special medical, family or psycho-
social history. Preoperative skull and abdominal CT, MRI, 
18FFluorodeoxyglucose Positron Emission Tomography 
(FDG-PET)-CT were used to estimate the recurrence and 
hepatic metastasis of HPC as well as assess the lesion size, 
location, parenchymal, vascular and biliary extension in 
the liver. Skull FDG-PET-CT showed high density lesion 
without FDG uptake and tumoral viability near the left 
frontal lobe parafalx (Figure 2A), demonstrating recurrence 
of HPC. In addition, both abdominal MRI and FDG-PET-
CT showed low density solid lesions without FDG uptake 
in the right posterior and left outer lobes of the liver  
(Figure 2B,C,D). The radiological images suggested 
the possibility of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) or 
hepatocellular adenoma. Some results of laboratory tests 
were as follows: carbohydrate antigen (CA)19-9 was  
59.05 ng/mL; alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) 12.5 ng/mL. 
Besides, the patient was also positive for hepatitis B 
surface antigen. Other clinical tests including full 
blood count-reactive protein, kidney and liver function 
tests were normal. Then, after careful assessment by a 
multidisciplinary team (MDT), including hepatobiliary 
surgeons, neurosurgeons, hepatologists, interventional 
therapists, radiologists and anesthesiologists, the patient 
underwent partial hepatectomy under laparoscope for 
hepatic metastasis of HPC, which lasted five hours and 
the intraoperative bleeding was 300 mL. Due to relatively 
high intracranial pressure and postoperative malnutrition, 
the patient received antihypertensive and liver protection 
therapy as well  as  nutrit ional  support treatment. 
20 days later, bilateral frontal cerebral convex and 
parafalx resection as well as intracranial pressure sensor 
implantation was performed for local recurrence of HPC 
when the patient was able to bear some surgical trauma, 

Bilateral frontal cerebral convex and parafalx 
resection on 15/08/2019 for HPC lesion

New lesions near the left frontal lobe parafalx and 
in the right posterior and left outer hepatic lobes 

in August 2019, preoperative skull and abdominal 
FDG-PET-CT—lesions without FDG uptake

08/08/2016 partial hepatectomy under 
laparoscope for hepatic metastasis of HPC

02/09/2016 bilateral frontal cerebral convex and 
parafalx resection as well as intracranial pressure 
sensor implantation for local recurrence of HPC

Follow-up with liver function, tumor markers, 
both skull CT and MRI 6 monthly for 2 years

Figure 1 The timeline picture. The timeline picture presenting 
the related information and care of the patient. 
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which lasted six hours and intraoperative bleeding was 
800 mL. All intraoperative specimens from liver resection 
and the calvarium were sent for rapid frozen section 
examination to verify the negative margins. Surgical 
specimens were examined for further confirmation of 
the diagnosis through hematoxylin eosin (H&E) staining 
(Figure 2E,F). Histologically, the metastatic tumors in the 
liver and the recurrent tumors in the calvarium showed 
homogeneous features of HPC tumor cells with abundant 
cytoplasm, oval nuclei and moderate pleomorphism, 
which was also positive for vimentin, CD34 and vascular 
smooth muscle actin, and negative for cytokeratin (CK)8, 
CK18, CK19, AFP, A103,S100, CD99, desmin, epithelial 
membrane antigen (EMA) and glial fibrillary acidic protein 
(GFAP), further confirming the diagnosis. According to the 

2016 World Health Organization (WHO) classification of 
tumors of CNS (8), the tumor belonged to WHO grade II. 
The patient recovered well and was successfully discharged 
10 days after operation. And finally, in the 2-year follow-
up, the patient was completely adherent and tolerable 
to the above intervention performed and there were not 
evident adverse or unanticipated events after treatment. 
The laboratory tests of liver function, some tumor markers 
during the follow-up were as follows: alanine transaminase 
(ALT) 20 U/L, aspartate transaminase (AST) 22 U/L, 
ALB 45 g/L, total bilirubin (TDIL) 5.23 μmol/L, AFP 
2.45 ng/mL, carcino-embryonic antigen (CEA) 2.15 g/L,  
CA19-9 12.45 ng/ml. Besides, both skull CT and MRI  
(Figure 3)  showed that there occurred some basic 
postoperative changes and the intracranial pressure was at 

BA
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Figure 2 Representative imaging and postoperative pathological results. (A) Preoperative skull 18FDG-PET-CT, showing high density 
lesion without FDG uptake and less tumoral viability near the left frontal lobe parafalx (red arrows); (B,C,D) abdominal FDG-PET-CT and 
contrast-enhanced CT revealing low density solid lesions without FDG uptake in the right posterior and left outer lobes of the liver (red 
arrows); (E,F) hematoxylin eosin staining indicating the spindle-like tumor cells with moderate pleomorphism, oval nuclei and a moderate 
amount of cytoplasm (20× magnification). FDG-PET-CT, 18FFluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography computed tomography.
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the normal level, suggesting no signs of local recurrence 
or distant metastasis of HPC. 

Discussion

Mainly originated from mesenchymal tissues, HPC belongs 
to a malignant tumor, majority of which occurs in the CNS 
as the primary site. HPC accounts for approximately 2% of 
all meningeal tumors and 0.4% primary CNS tumors (8,9). 
For decades, there were no distinct boundaries between 
meningeal HPC and typical meningioma due to some 
similarities of tumor location and histological features. 
However, according to WHO classification of CNS tumors, 
HPC was considered an independent stomal tumor in the 
CNS. Compared with benign meningioma, HPC tends 
to occur at a younger age and slightly more often in men 
than in women (10). Most importantly, HPC exhibits 
more aggressive biological behavior associated with high 
recurrence rate and frequent distant metastasis. Thus, it is 
suggested that patients should be diagnosed precisely and 
timely before initial treatment and closely followed up after 
treatment. In this study, we mainly described one patient 
with metastatic and recurrent HPC, who underwent surgery 
for HPC six years ago, to summarize the clinicopathological 
features and therapeutic methods.

When it comes to pre-operative initial diagnosis of 
HPC, imaging may provide some evidence. Through skull 
CT scan, it can be found that there may appear irregular 
lobulated shape with clear boundary in meningeal HPC. 

In addition, most CT scan destiny in the primary lesions 
is slightly higher than that of the normal parenchyma (11). 
MRI may also demonstrate equal or low signal intensity 
on T1WI, high or mixed signal intensity on T2WI. 
On enhanced scan, lesion enhancement is obvious, and 
meningeal sign of mouse tail is not found (12). The above 
features can distinguish HPC from typical meningeal 
tumors. If there exits calcification in the lesions, the 
possibility of HPC may generally be excluded. In this 
study, skull FDG-PET-CT showed high density lesion 
without FDG uptake and less tumoral viability near the 
left frontal lobe parafalx, suggesting recurrence of HPC. 
Clinically, meningeal HPC is characterized by delayed 
metastasis, and liver is one of the most common sites. 
Hepatic mesenchymal tumors, primary or metastatic, are 
rare and not representative radiographically. Preoperative 
radiological results always demonstrate the possibility of 
HCC or hepatic hemangioma (7). On enhanced scan, both 
HCC and HPC lesions are enhanced. Moreover, in this 
study, the patient was known to be the carrier for hepatitis B, 
but she was not cirrhotic. The serum AFP level was almost 
within the normal level; thus, it is difficult to make precise 
diagnosis. Thankfully, abdominal FDG-PET-CT showed 
low density solid lesions with low FDG uptake, which is 
consistent with previous studies and may be characteristic 
features of metastatic HPC in the liver and can also 
distinguish from HCC (13). 

Pathological examination serves as the golden standard 
for the diagnosis of HPC. spindle cells with moderate 

Figure 3 Typical postoperative imaging photos in 2-year follow-up. (A) Skull CT demonstrating basic postoperative changes in the bilateral 
frontal; (B) skull MRI also revealing no special abnormality only with some changes after surgery. CT, computed tomography; MRI, 
magnetic resonance imaging.
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cellularity and round to oval nuclei are typically seen in 
HPC patients. Morphologically, HPC tumor cells are 
composed of medium size fusiform or polyhedral cells with 
oval nucleus and deep chromatin staining. In addition, 
there also appear plenty of typical horn-like blood vessels, 
and it is difficult to find normal meningioma structures, 
such as vortex-like structures and psammoma body in HPC  
lesions (14). HPC tumors are also rich in reticular fibers, 
some of which have anaplastic manifestations. Altogether, 
these above microscopic features may indicate the possibility 
of HPC. Immunohistochemically, vimentin, CD34, smooth 
muscle actin and desmin are highly expressed in HPC, 
while HPC is negative for EMA expression (10), which 
not only distinguish HPC from benign meningiomas, 
but also further confirm the diagnosis. H&E staining 
of intraoperative specimens from liver resection and 
calvarium revealed spindle-like tumor cells with moderate 
pleomorphism, oval nuclei and a moderate amount of 
cytoplasm. Besides, tumor cells were positive for vimentin, 
CD34 and vascular smooth muscle actin, verifying the 
hepatic metastasis and local recurrence of HPC.

Many modalities, including surgical resection, radiotherapy, 
palliative therapy with irradiation or anti-angiogenic agents 
are considered to be promising therapeutic options for the 
treatment of HPC (15-17). By contrast, chemotherapy has 
been regarded as a disappointing therapy for this tumor (18). 
Except for the above treatment modalities, liver transplantation 
has also been reported as an optional candidate for the 
treatment of hepatic metastasis of HPC (19). The patient 
received partial hepatectomy, bilateral frontal cerebral convex 
and parafalx resection as well as intracranial pressure sensor 
implantation for the hepatic metastasis and recurrence of HPC 
respectively, and she did not occur any sign of recurrence 
or distant metastasis after operation during 2-year follow-
up period. Taken together, the patient had representative 
imaging results of high-density lesion without FDG uptake 
for both hepatic metastasis and local recurrence of HPC, 
which may provide diagnostic reference for HPC. More 
importantly, the patient recovered well without evident adverse 
or unanticipated events after treatment, demonstrating that 
surgeons may follow the surgical methods performed in this 
study when encountering similar cases. However, this report 
has the following limitations: (I) due to the limited sample size 
with one case, the study only offer some recommendations 
for surgeons in the clinical settings. Thus, multi-institutional 
or multi-regional studies were further needed; (II) longer 
follow-up time is necessary for the final confirmation of distant 

metastasis or local recurrence of HPC.

Conclusions

To sum up, in spite of its rarity in clinical settings, HPC 
represents malignant tumor with high recurrence and 
metastasis rate. Thus, early diagnosis and long-term follow-
up is crucial, and FDG-PET-CT is recommended as an 
ideal imaging tool. Radical resection of HPC lesions is still 
considered as an optimal treating approach for patients with 
hepatic metastasis or local recurrence of HPC. 
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